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CONDENSED MATTER RESEARCH WITH PARTICLE BEAMS 

J L Finney 
ISIS Facility. Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Chilton, Didcot, Oxon. OX1 1 OQX. UK 

Particle beams have opened up new horizons tot 
condensed matter scientists. Eleclronipositron synchrotrons 
produce high brightness electromagnetic beams ovel’ a wide 
spectrum from the far infra-red to the hard X-ray region. 
facilitating new science in e.g. protein crystallography. pow&l 
diffraction. X-ray spectroscopy and liquid structure studies. ‘I‘he 
pulsed spallation neutrons produced using proton accelerator\ 
allow structural and spectroscopic studies ot higher resolution 
and energy transfer than is possible using neutrons from fission 
reactors. opening up new areas 0fe.g. crystallography. molecular 
spectroscopy. magnetism and surface chemistry. Example5 ot 
this new science are discussed. with emphasis 011 the Synchrotron 
Radiation Source at Daresbury. and the ISIS pulsed neutron and 
muon source at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 

Introduction 

Condensed matter science has built up an impressive array 
of experimental techniques. These are able to give high quality 
information not only on atomic, molecular. electronic and 
magnetic structures of crystalline. amorphous and liquid 
assemblies. but also on their dynamics. Structural information 
can be obtamed over a wide range from sub-.&,gstl,om to micron 
and above. while excitations may co\‘rr decades from 11e\1 to tt\’ 
and above. Particularly important ai’e techniilu?s using 
electromagnetic radiation (e.g. .X-ray scattering. UV. IR and 
Raman spectroscopy) and elementary particles such ns electrons 
and neutrons. 

As thr field is clearly well furnished with experiment‘ll 
techniclurs largely (though not entirely) avdilable at the home 
laboratory. it would seem perhaps not a promising area l’ol 
particle beams to compete in, Over the past S- 15 years. however. 
experimental probes produced by particle beam machines have 
not only extended the power of the esisting techniques, but have 
most dramatically opened up new areas in experimentdl 
condensed matter science. 

Of particular importance has been the exploitation ot 
(a) bright. tunable beams of electromagnetic radiation pr~~duced 
by electlonipositrt,n synchrotron storage rings. and (b) pulsed 
spallation neutron sources based on proton acceleralors. The 
former began to be used in the early 1970s in parasitic mode. 
followed by dedicated sources such as the SRS at Daresbury. The 
latter are a more recent arrival on the condensed matter scene. 
the first such machine (IPNS at Argonne) coming on stream in 
1981, while the most powerful - ISIS at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory - has recently celebrated the fifth anniversary of its 
first neutrons. With particular reference to SRS and ISIS, 
characteristics of the electromagnetic radiation and neutron 
beams of particular interest to the condensed matter scientist 
(who may be a chemist. biologist. materialsscientist or engineer. 
as well as a physicist) will be underlined. and examples given to 
illustrate the new science being done. 

The Basic Scattering Exneriment 

In a generdl scattering experiment. an incident (e.g. X-I-al 
or neutron) probe of wavelength h will transfer energy a~ and 
momentum, Q to or from the sample. In general. the probe wilt 
br scattrl,eJ through an angle 20, the scalar value of’ the 
momentum transfer being gilcen by Q = 4nsinO& In elastic 
measuretnenk AE=O, and measurement of scdttered intensity ‘IS 
a function of momentum transfer U gives information on 
slructure. In the particular case of a qstalline sample, a series 
ofsh<lrp peaks at discrete V values is obtained. Thzse peaks arc‘ 
essentially f’ourier components 01’ the struclurr. which cdti 
thttref0i.e in principle be reconstructed by inversion. An inelastic 
experitnent in which Ac=O will probe the (e.g. thermal. magnetic) 
excitations in the (liquid. glass or ciystatline) sample. Ideally, the 
scatter& intensity I(Q,&) is required as a function of both 
energy and momentum transfer. 

In general terms. the “power” of an esperitnental probe 
might be charactrrised in terms of the above quantities. First. 
the slatistics with which I((1.a~) can be measutcd is clearly 
important: without adequate stati.stics. the features being 
measured will be pooh-ly defined and the more subtle effects 
missed. Secondly. the range of Q andiot- AE over which :I 
measurement can be made will determine the kind ot’ 
int’ormarion that can beobtained. I%nally. the resolution that can 
be achle\,ed in 0 and AE may also be cl-uciatly impol~t;mt. 1% ;1 
general statement. wc can assert that. e.g. S-ray ;md neutron 
beams produced fi~om particle beams can i~tdiicr - often 

dramatically - thl: limitation> of existing techniques in accessing 
otw or more of these measured quantities. 

Syncht otron Radiation 

When high energy electrons (or positrons) ar-r confined to 
a circular orbit by strong magnettic fields in ;L storage ring. very 
bright, highly collimated photon beams ai.1 1~roduceG over ;I 
wide continuous spectral t-ange. Although this “white” beam is 
used in certain experiments. normally a narro\+ - but still intense 
- waveband of monochromatic radiation is extracted. The 
energy of this monochromatic beam can be varied. this 
turnability giving a flexibility which is not available from :I 

laboratory X-ray source. and can be particularly pcnverful whe11 
working close to absorption edges. The very high enero .X-t,ayh 
available in the most advancecl soIlI’ces ill’C particuIat~t\ 

promising for high t-esotution structural studies. 

‘Iivo example: illuztratr the power ofsynchrotron riidiaiion 
in the X-ray region. First. major contributions have been made 
to protein crystallography. using both t7ionoC1iromiltiC X-rays 
(where tuning close to an absorption edge of a heavy atom can 
solve the crystallographic phase problem) and white radiation fol 
very rapid data collection. For example. the structure of the foot 
and mouth disease virus was solved recently at Daresbury’. in ;I 

study which woulcl not have been possible without synchrotron 
radiation. Thisis the first animal virusstructure to be determined 
in Europe. The details of the structure throw light on the 
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mechanism by which the virus may prevent recognition by 
antibodies. 

SrccwJly. rhe high bl-l~hJlc~ makes milhsrcond 
time-rext~lvrd studies possible:. For example. very low angle 
dit’fra&cjn studies on m\lbcle under contraction have bren 
d~velop~d at both the SRS at Daresbury and DES\r”-2. in order- 
IO IQ to undrr\tanJ the structural chCmgrs that occur a,s chemical 
enr~‘gy ix tran\i’~lrmrd to I”-o&ice forcta. Several drvelopmenr~ 
hdve recenlly come together at Daresbury to p~uducr imprehivtl 
ditfi-dction patterns in IO nis time slices during the contra&m 
~I-CUM’\ HIS well as in the resting and contracted states. When 
inter-pretcd l’ul1y. this wr1l.k should throw\ JKW light on the murclc 
contl action ~ntchaniarn. and enable the standard models tc> IX 
tested ,mtl it necess;~~); revised. Many other non-biological 
e\anipIes e.iit oi ne\\ aled:, nhlch xynchrotron radiation h;~s 
Opt’neJ up In \i-ray specti-oscopy. and in structural studies ot 
cl.ystdlliiic and non-crystalline systems 411~1 wrfiictzi. 

Pulsed Soallation Neutrons at 1SIS 

Although neutron studies ~>f condensed matter have 
~leveloprd uaillg reactor sources in which continuous beams of 
high energy 1~~ut1~0ns are produced through fission. perceived 
trrnrts co the grw~lj of reactor SOU~CL’S ha\w led to the use ot 
pal.ticle accelelittol-5 to accelerate high energy protons onto a 
heaq, mefal target to produce neutrons by spallation. Such 
source’: havr been constructed over the last few years in the UK. 
USA, Japan and Switzerland. Th2 rrm~t powt~ful of these is ISIS. 
a pulsed spall,ltion neutron source situated at the Ruthrrf~~rcl 
,4pplerorl f,aboi-ator-y (I[ the UK Science and Engineering 
Research (‘ouncll. 

ISIS is not. however. just another way of pi oducinp 
neutrcln~. ‘I he neutrons produced ha\e characteristics which 
clllow us to Jo condensed matter science that would be difficult. 
irirlticrznr. or impossible cm it IedCtOI’ source. (‘t‘ntr;jl to ttiesc 
charactc‘rl\tlc\ is the pulsed natul-e of the SOLIJK~ tram which the 
t’ollc~~v~ng 5~wcific itdvantagt3 liillo~v. 

a) f;\prrinients thdt rcqtiiie d wide dynamic range in ilc 
01’ Q ar-r fawu~ rd. 

b) I‘he incident white (polychromatic) beam allows us to 
collect a complete dift’raction pattern at a single fixed scattering 
angle. the variation in Q (=-lnsin0:h) being given by A. not 8, 
variation For example. fixed 90” scattering geometry is used 
with tight colllmatirm to exclude background scattering tram e.g. 
pressure cells. taking powder crystallography data close to 180 
masimises the geometrical resolution, and measuring liquid 
scattering at low. angles minimizes troublesome inelasticity 
correctirjns. 

c) Pulsed bourczI\ have inherently very low backgrounds. 
‘I he source 15 csszntially switched ofl when the data is being 
collected 

structure through the moderation process. which brings the 
neutron energies into a useful range. results in an incident 
neutron spectrum which contains a significant high energy 
component. These epithermal neutrons make pulsed sources 
unique in their ability to probe high energy excitations through 
measuring large energy transfers a~ (e.g. in magnetism). and 
very high momentum transfers Q. This high Q capability 
facilitates structural studies with very high resolution indeed. 

Some Exarnules 

Hirrh l&solution Powder Diffraction 

The world-beating resolution of the high resoluticm 
powder diffractometer HRPD has allowed 1SlS scientists to 
extend dramatically the power of powder diffraction. Situated 
on a long Y&n beam line. uniquely high d-spacing resolution is 
achieved that is essentially constant over the wide d-range made 
available by the use of a white beam. As an illustration of the 
quality of data obtainable. Figut-r 1 shows the scattering from 
pxylene, Such neutron powder patterns are unachievable on 
reactor sources. and are unmaUied on other pulsed sources. 
Data of this quality means that. using HRPD. we can obtain 
single crystal quality data using powder techniques. 

.A recent exalnple i5 the rct’inr.mrnt of the anisotropic 
temperature factors of benzen&. d procedure which previously 
required single crystals. Results wert essentially identical with 
those c~fa benchmark single crystal experiment by Jeft’rey et a14. 
although the single crystal data took about fifty tlmrs longer to 
collect! The powder results were able to demonstrate the 
inadequacy of two models ot the molecular vibrations. Further 
examples of single-crystal quality powder work are the 
determination of crystal structures ab initiu from powders. (e.g. 
FKASO~~. a-malon>c acirl’). and the study of hydrogenous 
samples (e.g. squaric acid”), which are generally a prc,blem ~‘OJ 
neutror,s because of the high hackgrc,und from incoherent 
scatrei-ing from the proton. Ofp,I~-titular note is the solution of 
rhr structure of the hyilr-c)p~n-or,d~rrd form 01’ “ordinar)” 
hexdgonal ice’. 

Ilit: very hjgh resolution of HRPD also allows subtle 
structural changes to be detected that can be crucially important. 
In early work on high temperature superconductors. data OJI 
I.ai ssHao 15<‘uc)4 indicated subtle structural anomalies around 
the superconducting phase transition: Figure 2 shows a splitting 
of the (040) and (400) Bragg reflections at 120KH that had been 
missed by others. In addition to structure determination 
applications. peak shape analysis pr<Gdes new information on 
both defect structures and their behaviour as external conditions 
change. Examples from the superconductors include the 
investigation of structural imperfections such as bulk 
micr,i-twinning and oxygen sroichiometty gradients by detailed 
analysis of the diffraction peak shape. Such work has important 
materials science implications. 

Hi_ph Intensity Powder Diffraction 

d) The use of time-of-flight detection using a white beam 
gives pulsed s~wrces a major advantage of high resolution. I‘llis 
can be increased essentially arbitrarily by increasing the tlight 
path. 

e) Finally. the primary necessity of retaining the pulse 

The POLARIS powder diffractometer is optimised fat 
high intensity with good resolution. It is particularly suited to 
rapid measurements (and hence to studying in real time phase 
changes and solid state reactions) or to small samples. A large 
90” detector bank is used for work on systems under pressure, 
including a detailed structural exploration of high pressure ice 
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Fioure 1 Data collected on HRPD from p-,xylene. The 
corner plots show successitre zooms on the data. 
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Figure 2 The orthorhombicsplitting between the (04Oj and 
(400) Bragg retlections from J,a&3a(~ ~$YuOJ at 120K. 

phases. 

A recent example is a study of the structural changes 
occurring on discharge of alkaline batteries’. Significant 
structural changes are seen to occur during discharge. including 
the expansion of the lattice associated with the intercalation of 
protons, and of the formation of ordered Mn-O-H phases close 
to the point of battery failure: these essentially hinder protrm 
diffusion through the MnOz lattice. 

POlARIS is also used increasingly in the noll-destructive 
study of residual stress in en_eineering components, information 
which is important in predicting their failure characteristics and 
lifetimes. Time-of-tlight neutron diffraction is an ideal tool fog 
determining non-destructively the strain in a volume as small as 
I mm3 at any point within a component. 

Single Crvstal Diffraction 

Single crystal diffraction studies also can exploit the 
advantages of pulsed source neutrons. In particular. a wide 
cokerage r)t U is available. while the very high 0 (0.38\~‘) altowx 
structural refinements to vu?; high re5cAution indoxi. iis welt Cl, 
studies of anharrnoni~ity, thermal dixder. i11ic1 otinction 

The use of an estensi\,c p~,sition-s~nslti\,~ dettxtor gi\e3 
ISIS an instrument SXD which is particularly well xuited to 
surveying the regions between J3ragp peaks where inf~~rmatlcln on 
disorder is available. It is thus a particularly suitable instrument 
for studying phax changes th,lt occur with the appearance of 
superlattice peaks. twinned systems (e.g. high temperature 
superconductors). diffuse scattering. and static disorder. All 

example of clif’fuse rcattering studies is found in recent work on 
yttria-doped zircm&, in which oxygen vacancies do not 
distribute themselves randomly in the structure. In the sectlon 
shown in Figure 3. retlectlons i;uch as (1 14) OI- (1 16). which xt: 
prohibited by the symmetry of the cubic lirconia structure. al-c 
seen. These arise trrxn oxygen vacancy ordering which distorts 
the underlying cubic structure. Thrre is also considttrahle diffuse 
scattering away tram the E3rapg position5 which arises from 
vacancy clusters. 

#24 /II5 1;..7 

2.0 30 40 50 60 
Time (ms) 

J:ieure 2 Bragg and diffuse scattering in the (hhl) plane of 
yttria-stabilised zirconia. 
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Reflectometa 

Neutron reflectometly is a technique which has been 
pioneered at ISIS. By measuring the retlected intensity as a 
function of scattering vector Q. the structures of surfaces, simple 
and complex interfaces, and adsorption of molecules at 
interfaces.-can be studied. 

The wide potential applications of neutron reflectometry 
have allowed the ISIS retlectometer CRISP to build up in a very 
short time a wide scientific programme in surface chemistry. 
surface magnetism (using polarised neutrons) and low 
dimensional structures. New and unique information has been 
provided on the compositional and structural variations with 
surface depth in a range of systems. 

Figure 4 The structure of the surfactant decyl-trimethyl 
ammonium bromide adscrrbecl at the all--solution interhce at 
O.OSM 

An example from surface chemistry is the development oi 
the detailed structural model of the surface adsorption of 
rlttcyltrimethyl,~~iitii~~nium brclmide” (FI~uI-e 4). At low 
cctncentrationa (lest than a monolayer), a smooth XII-face layer 
ix formed. the layer thickness of’ 16?3,~? indicating that the 
xurt’i\ctanr molecules are aligned with their long axes normal to 
the interface. At higher concentrations. the thjcknesx increases 
by some 305 to 2 1 2 IA. tht: polar headgroups being 
“staggered” (see Figure 4). presumably to minimise electrostatic 
repulsion. The headgroup region which is 6.A thick contains the 
T>4A headgroup. counterions. water of hydration. and about 
105 ofthe alkyl chains. The tail group region isabout ISAthick. 
ancl containsonly alkyl atoms. More recently. work has extended 
to other interfaces. for example adsorption at liquid-liquid, and 
Ilcluid-solid interfaces. 

In solid films. some emphasis has been on studying e.g. the 
nature of thin polymer films. interdiffusion at polymer interfaces. 
sul,t’ace enrichment. and the ordering of block copolymers at 
interfaces. Low dimensional structure work has included Pt-(‘ 
multilayers. (iaAs/AlAy multilayers. Langmuir-Blodgett films. 
amorphous carbon layers, dielectric films of SiOZ and SijN+ and 
hydrogenation in Si!SiOz layers. Recent studies have also begun 
to probe the measurement of the non-specular or diffuse 
scattering from a surface, which contains information about the 
rclughened nature of the surface. 

Inelastic Scattering 

The Inelastic instruments on ISIS are also optimised to take 
advantage of the characteristics of pulsed source neutrons. High 
resolution is at a premium on all instruments. while wide dynamic 
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Figure 5 Neutron scattering cross section of praseo- 
dymium at 17K, showing four intermultiplet transitions. 

ranges In energy tl-ansfer and/or momentum transfer are 
facilitated by the use of a tiIne-sorted white beam. The powet 
of very low backgrounds is being increasingly I-eallsed. while the 
epithermal component allows energy transfers to be measured 
that are unattainable on reactor-based instruments. Neutron 
molecular spectroscopy using the TWA instrument is 
complementing and extending the power of the traditional 
Raman and infra red techniques. while the very high resolution 
combined with wide eneru and momentum transfer ranges 
availably on the IRIS spectrometer are leading to majo, 
advances in quasIelastic and tunnelling studies. 

I‘he high energy transfer spectrometer HET WdS designed 
LO investigate high energy transferprocesses(such as thermal and 

magnetic excitations). A particularly impressive example come5 
from magnetic studies. where HET has established the new field 
of intermultiplet spectroscopy of 4f and 5f electrons in metallic 
systems. Figure 5 shows a spectrum taken from metallic 
praseodymiumY.“? in addition to observing the lowest level at 
260 meV, and confirming that its form factor (i.e. its variation 
with Q) has significant non-dipolar terms, higher order 
transitions up to 810 meV were also measured. The results show 
there is significant screening by the conduction electrons of the 
Coulomb interaction between the 4f electrons. More recent 
measurements on metallic thulium have extended the high 
energy limit to nearly 2 eV. while other recent work on UPdJ has 
led to the first unambiguous determination of the valenq of 
uranium in a metallic compound. 

Other fields of study opened up by HET include the 
probing of high energy crystal fields - e.g. in UO2 - with 
unparalleled resolution to reveal subtle interactions of a few 
meV which raise the degeneracy of transitions at a hundred meV 
and more. High resolution recoil scattering from e.g. the helium 
liquids at high momentum transfer reveal details of initial and 
final state interactions which cause departures from impulse 
scattering. Reactor-initiated studies of itinerant magnetism in 
the transition metals such as cobalt have been extended by 
following the collective magnetic excitations to the zone 
houndaT at 300 meV 
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It was long anticipated that ISIS would be pre-eminent at 
high energy transfer spectroscopy. It is only with the realisation 
of the source with its excellent intrinsic resolution and superbly 
low backgrounds that the strength of HET at moderate and low 
energy transfers became apparent. These energy transfers are 
available at reactor-based sources, but if high resolution is 
required - as is often the case - then ISIS has the instruments of 
choice. A recent example is the measurement of lifetime 
broadening of crystal field transitions above T, in IO?% 
Tm-doped 1-2-3 superconductor (see Figure 6). The observed 
splitting is related to that observed on HRPD (Figure 2). These 
new results imply that the carrier pairing begins at a temperature 
significantly above 7,. 
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Figure 6 The crystal field tranl;itions in the thulium-doped 
high temperature superconductor YRa&‘u307 6, showing a 
spllttlng related to the small orthorhomhic dIstortion. 

Summary 

The use of particle beams has significantly extended the 
experimental techniques available to condensed matter science. 
Many of the restrictions of energy and momentum transfer 
inherent in laboratory (and fission-reactor!) based techniques 
can be removed. Particularly important have been storage-ring 
sources of electromagnetic radiation and pulsed spallation 
sources of neutrons and muons. Not only have they extended the 
power of existing methods, but new scientific areas have been 
opened up. 

Even the brightest synchrotron and pulsed spallation 
neutron sources are not approaching their limitations. The 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility under construction will 
further extend the possibilities, particularly in the hard X-ray 
region. while the proton current of ISIS can be increased by an 
order of magnitude, and a lower frequenq second target station 
optimised for cold neutron studies can be added. These 
enhancements would further extend the capabilities of European 
neutron scattering into more new exciting areas of condensed 
matter science. 
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